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A: You have already answered your own question. For what its worth, you might want to re-visit the checkboxes on your original question. There was some invalid data being submitted with your form that was probably causing the first problem you had. It looks like you fixed that by submitting the form through a valid source. Now, your form needs
to actually submit the data. Next, you should have some code in place to validate the data before it gets sent to the server. That means, on the server-side, you should be checking the form for any errors, probably with an isset() function, and possibly returning an error, or even redirecting the browser with a JSON or Ajax response. Hopefully, you
are doing all of that now. If not, I would check out the PHP manual pages and review the PHP docs on isset() and what-else-to-look-for-in-your-form-and-use-it-here. You might also want to review some generic guides on the web about how to properly format forms. You have a lot of basic problems, and it would be very helpful to be aware of those.
Once you have the form validated, and you've sent the data to the server, you might want to consider redoing all the correct post-redirects and post-gets. That is, if you actually just created your $_POST array and echoed it out to the page as HTML on the server side. That will look very different than what you have for a user to interact with, and

again, you should give it the proper form. Theres a lot to learn here. Good luck. P.S. - It looks like you are reading the code on the page you posted, but that is probably not a great place to look for help. I've been watching Battlestar Galactica with my mom, and it's just kind of fun. It's funny, it's good, and there are lots of stories in it that I'd love to
tell you about but that would probably be spoilers. I'm not sure why, but I think that I would probably really like this show too if I just caught it as a DVD box set or on Blu-ray. Are there enough reruns that I'd prefer to rent it over buying it on DVD?You are here George E. Younger George E 6d1f23a050
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